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T

he question above, posed by Amy

relocations; the looming threat of extinction and

the viewer, and an architectural space, as it

Balkin in a recent conversation, con-

erasure; and the importance of both pursuing

did with regard to minimalist sculpture of the

stitutes the core theme of this exhibi-

individual critical inquiry and recognizing our

1960s; it also encompasses those many other

tion. Forecast brings together a wide

communal culpability. Through their creative

interventions that have precipitated permanent

range of recent work by six artists whose cre-

insights and resolute visions, the artists repre-

change and given rise to new cross-disciplinary

ative practices are propelled by keen attention

sented here are singularly equipped to engage

perspectives on the landscape as “a bearer of

to the insidious effects of human impact on the

viewers in issues of universal concern, as they

cultural values.”2 The two sides of Dead Ice,

planet, in light of climate change and escalating

examine root causes, reminding us of what we

distinct from one another yet melded, conjoin

environmental devastation. Certain participants

stand to lose if these warnings go unheeded.

the vestiges of a degraded natural system with

tap the narrative potential of their respective

the artifacts of past exploration, serving as an

mediums to relay stories critical to our times,

Taken during a research expedition to the Sval-

evocative visualization of our current dilemma,

while others pursue research-based work that

bard Archipelago in the Arctic Circle last sum-

as well as a predictor of what may lie ahead. To

involves participating in scientific expeditions

mer, the photograph of a solitary figure (Blane

title his piece, De St. Croix borrowed a scientific

or otherwise interacting with specialists in the

De St. Croix) standing on an iceberg in a vast

term that refers to the motionless, melting rem-

natural sciences. Their intent to foster dialogue

expanse of ocean water evokes the sublime

nants of a glacier no longer sustained by climatic

between disciplines, aimed at placing environ-

awe rendered by the romantic landscape paint-

conditions, with which he refers to yet another

mental and related issues in the cultural realm

ers of an earlier era as they, too, ventured into

subtractive process that connotes erasure. As

for discussion, parallels similar developments

nature. De St. Croix’s extension of this tradition

in his earlier installation, Mountain Strip (2010),

gaining traction on most academic campuses.

into the present day, however, foregrounds

he adopts a term descriptive of an atrophying

As Mark Dion observes, “Science is very good

the geopolitically-charged topics that have pro-

landscape as a metaphor for an uncertain fu-

at telling us how things work and what things

pelled his sculpted landscapes since the mid-

ture in a work that also speaks to humanity’s

are… but art can express how we as a society

1990s: border issues, mountain top removal,

hapless attempts to control the natural world.

and as individuals feel about that.”1 He and his

strip mining, deforestation, land erosion, pollu-

fellow artists employ irony, humor, metaphor, al-

tion and, most recently, the effects of climate

Adriane Colburn’s cartographic installations also

legory, and other uniquely artistic tools to probe

change witnessed first-hand in the Arctic. By

address the morphing of the natural landscape

formidably complex experiences.

tackling in three dimensions a genre historical-

at a time when industry and climate change

ly associated with painting, he intends to cre-

threaten the last vestiges of wilderness. Her

The diverse bodies of work gathered here em-

ate a tangible, materially enhanced encounter

incorporation of elements derived from scien-

body numerous concerns and themes, includ-

more akin to entering the landscape. Dead Ice,

tific data, obtained while collaborating with re-

ing the transformation of nature into a commod-

constructed on a massive scale by the artist

search scientists, highlights the human impulse

itized, industrial, and synthetic landscape; the

in the wake of his trip, doesn’t simply occupy

to make the unknown visible as a means of

complexities underlying geopolitics; the often

the gallery; it physically intervenes. He enlists

understanding it. This aspect of her work addi-

nebulous distinction between exploration and

the impact of this sculptural form and its in-

tionally calls attention to how current-day tech-

exploitation; the effects of industry and hu-

herent theatricality to create a phenomenolog-

nologies, at magnitudes only recently attained,

man behavior on animal habitat and biodiversi-

ical experience as a hopeful means of encour-

generate abstractions of remote ecosystems

ty; the implications of taxonomic systems and

aging contemplation and catalyzing dialogue

that are at once informative, incomplete, and

technology-based representations of place; the

about our multifaceted relationship to the land.

often ambiguous. While essential to promoting

cultures, and places; the heightened sense of

In the context of De St. Croix’s installations,

es also summon highly charged issues related

impermanence and concomitant anxiety ac-

the notion of intervention not only relates to

to unprecedented levels of exploration and

companying climate-induced displacements and

the physical relationship between the work,

land use, which tread an increasingly fine line

relative assignment of value to people, things,

future sustainability, for Colburn these process-

Defined as much by

gered species represented here by a full-scale

what is left out, or

(plastic) skeleton ensconced in a massive steel-

left up to the imagi -

and-glass vitrine. This apparition floats above a

nation, as by what is

bed of tar encrusted with countless trinkets and

r e v e a l e d , C olburn’s

other tawdry human debris, indicative of the pri-

poeti c

re-vi si oni ng

mary threat its live counterpart still faces. Dion’s

of the landscape

presentation not only suggests a natural-history

ultimately conjures

display but also a reliquary and a tomb, associ-

the

portentous

ations that bring to the work a commemorative

d i mensions of both

and elegiac tone. These aspects put a contem-

“spectral”

and

“ r e cko n i n g .”

porary, self-reflexive spin on the overlapping art
historical themes of vanitas and memento mori,
prompting disbelief that their centuries-old

Mark Dion, Scala Naturae, 1993

Mark

D i o n’s

cre-

exhortations could finally be so completely

a t i ve

pursuits

em-

ignored. As Dion’s fascination with the natu-

b o d y a c a reer-long

ral world shifts in this piece to amazement at

engagement

the extent of our own destruction, he admon-

with

the natural sciences,

ishes in no uncertain terms a global culture

from which he bor-

whose patent disregard apparently insures a

rows

future world of much less wonder and diversity.

elements

and

methodologies

to

s t r u c t u r e a n d pres-

Focused on issues related to human ecology,

ent h i s ow n wo r k .

land use, and spatial politics in ambitious re-

J u s t as Colburn con-

search-based projects, Amy Balkin proposes

siders the wider im-

“speculative counter-spaces” that re-imagine the

plications of scientific

public domain and equitable access to resources

abstractions of place,

at a time when certain social and economic forc-

Dion interrogates the

es seem poised to eclipse these very notions.3

objectivity and authori-

To launch This is the Public Domain (2003-on-

with exploitation. In 2008, as a participant on

tative stance of taxonomic systems developed

going), Balkin purchased on eBay two-and-a-half

an Arctic expedition with the Center for Coastal

to interpret nature and construct knowledge.

acres of land near Tehachapi, California, with

and Ocean Mapping, she monitored comput-

Within this context, as he often comments,

the intent of creating a permanent international

ers collecting sonar data used to map a pre-

Dion likens his role to that of a dilettante, not-

commons through the eventual transfer of its

viously obscure area of the seafloor, made

ing the term’s historical link to learned societies

legal ownership to the global public. Similarly in-

accessible, ironically, by the shrinking of the

predicated on the exchange of wide-ranging in-

spired, Public Smog (2004-ongoing) represents

polar ice cap. This project, she notes, sparked

terests and knowledge, which recalls its original

her efforts to open a clean-air park in the tro-

new interest in oil and gas exploration, and

meaning, “to delight,” from the Italian dilettare.

posphere over Southern California, ultimately

in the extension of US sovereignty over the

By the same token, his meticulous material-lad-

aimed at adding the earth’s atmosphere to the

Arctic seabed. Against this complex back-

en installations revitalize the sixteenth-century

UNESCO World Heritage List. Through the pa-

drop, Colburn compels us to reconsider how

concept of the wunderkammer, or cabinet of

per trail documenting the activities and actions

we comprehend and come to know a place.

wonder, whose manifold objects were assem-

of each project, Balkin lays bare the limitations

bled without reference to now-ingrained cate-

and deficiencies of existing legal and econom-

Spectral Reckoning was inspired by Colburn’s

gorical divisions, but collected instead to spark

ic systems, including carbon-emissions trading

direct experience of the landscape of the Pe-

curiosity about the world at large. On the one

schemes, while proposing alternative models
conducive to a more just and sustainable future.

ruvian Amazon on a 2009 trip with research-

hand, Dion’s reordering of hierarchical systems,

ers from Oxford University’s Environmental

rendered playfully yet pointedly in his prints, re-

Change Institute. The tensions inherent in na-

iterates the indispensable need for individual

The speculative character of Balkin’s work is re-

ture’s ongoing commodification and the creep

critical and intellectual inquiry. On the other, as

iterated in the future conditional tense she uses

of industry converge also at this site, one of

a necessary corrective to our current plight, he

to describe A People’s Archive of Sinking and

the planet’s most bio-diverse regions and the

calls for reestablishing a discourse between dis-

Melting (State: As of the Margarita Declaration

focus of continuing debate over oil explora-

ciplines, around a shared body of knowledge, that

on Climate Change, July 2014): a material re-

tion, gold mining, and deforestation, despite

elucidates the interconnections essential to the

cord of “what will have been,” presented here

its importance as a key biome regulating

well-being of any ecology, natural or otherwise.

as a newly-designed display of wall graphics.4

global climate. As in other projects, Colburn
relies on multiple sources for her composite

Launched two years ago, this multifarious colDion’s longstanding involvement with environ-

lection so far contains over 200 items donated

imagery, reflective of divergent modes of

mental issues, which has taken him to project

by individuals in eighteen geographically dis-

perception and points of view: elements

sites worldwide, often circles back to examine

persed places that may disappear due to the

extracted from digital models and maps

the toxic effects of industry and human behavior

irreversible physical, political, and economic ef-

rendered at great distances by satellite, in-

on animal habitat and ecological diversity. Star-

fects of climate change. The archives’ contents,

frared, and LIDAR (light + radar) technolo-

tling to encounter, Trichechus manatus latiros-

shaped solely by the selections of community

gies; and her own p h o t o g r a p h s a n d

tris exemplifies these concerns, as well as the

contributors, accord equal weight to the capac-

drawings, abstracted t h r o u g h a p hys i c a l

importance he places on a critically engaged art.

ity of even the most humble artifact to evince

process of editing and cropping prior to their

The scientific name making up the sculpture’s

anticipated loss and consequent displacement.

assembly in expansive hand-cut constructions.

title refers to the Florida manatee, an endan-

This operational principle, which endorses

self-representation and cultural equity above

treme weather events is likely to increase, one

and repairing the landscapes of loss and folly

all, calls attention to the absence of such val-

imagines Mendel adding many more chapters

they inhabit. In Self Portrait Dressing Wounds,

ues in the geopolitical systems driving climate

to this project.

this theme of mending materializes in the en-

change—a situation addressed by the recent

twining bandages that connect the figure with

United Nations-backed conference referenced

With consummate craftsmanship and a rich pal-

her environment, emphasizing their mutual

in the project’s title. While A People’s Archive

ette reminiscent of the old European masters,

dependence and damage. The snakelike hose

operates as a highly personalized index of local

Julie Heffernan upholds painting’s time-honored

in Self Portrait as Blast and the snarled rope in

responses to environmental destruction and the

role and enlists its narrative power to tell sto-

Self Portrait as Gatherer offer visual parallels.

continued viability of place, it also constitutes

ries pivotal to our present era. Mining tradition

Do these elements represent helpful aids, inad-

a global account of shared experience—another

for her own purposes, Heffernan in essence

equate measures, or harmful entanglements?

kind of commons—that, Balkin notes, “speak[s]

transforms the genre of history painting, as the

The quandaries thus engendered by the drama

modestly to opportunities for mutual support in

writer Rebecca Solnit has observed, a catego-

unfolding within Heffernan’s landscapes rein-

current international climate justice activism.”

ry of artistic composition that “showed doing…

force the essentiality of reassessing what needs

deeds with repercussions,” comparable to the

to be saved and remedied, and what should be

The visual impact of Gideon Mendel’s Drowning

epic form in literature and its narration of her-

abandoned. Her allusion in Blast to the original

World photographic portraits, which also speak

culean feats. Heffernan also conceives each

fall from grace, like so many attendant events

at once to individual circumstance and common

painting as a self-portrait, as their titles explicitly

she depicts, suggests that any future possibili-

ground, powerfully underscores the likelihood

state, though not in the sense of a literal depic-

ty of paradise, as compromised as it will surely

of loss and dispossession that Balkin’s archive

tion but rather as a reflection of a subjective, in-

be, may forever evaporate if attention to these

foretells. Initiated in 2007 and ongoing, the

ternal state. Psychologically inflected and set in

disorders is not accorded priority in our cultural

series represents his response to the threat

resplendent landscapes teeming with incident

consciousness.

5

7

of climate change, documenting as it does a
particularly visible, destructive, and far-reaching
consequence of global warming. Currently, the
project includes images taken within flood-ravaged areas of the UK, India, Haiti, Pakistan,
Australia, Thailand, Germany, and Nigeria. This
sustained commitment typifies Mendel’s investigation of vital sociopolitical issues, which has
defined his career since the early 1980s, when
he chronicled the anti-apartheid struggles in his
home country of South Africa. One of the first
photographers to bring wider attention to the
AIDS crisis in Africa, a topic that has preoccupied him since the early 1990s, he regards his
work as a vehicle for advocacy, an outlook recalling Balkin’s description of the archive’s contents
as “proxies for political consciousness.”6
Mendel’s approach in Drowning World bypasses
the initial drama of extreme flooding, concerned
instead with capturing a more intimate portrayal
of how individual lives are affected daily in its
aftermath; his video series, The Water Chapters,
plays an increasingly important and compelling
role in this process. In 2012, six weeks after
devastating floods in Nigeria caused hundreds
of deaths and displaced over two million people, he arrived in the community of Igbogeni to
find, unsurprisingly, many homes still waist-high

Gideon Mendel, Florence Abraham, Igbogeni, Bayelsa State, Nigeria, November 2005

in water. As evident in his mesmeric portrait of
Florence Abraham, one of numerous residents

and detail, the contemporary allegories that

he photographed there, Mendel adopts a con-

emerge anxiously address the interdependence

sistent format in his depiction of each person

of self, society, and environment. Especially in

or family, who gaze directly into the camera,

her canvases of the past few years, fueled by

seemingly bound in place by an ever-present

such disastrous events as the Deepwater Hori-

line of water. Though well aware of his sub-

zon oil spill and Hurricane Sandy, she confronts

1. As quoted in Sarah Lookofsky, “Mark Dion, Trash
on the Beach,” DIS Magazine, dismagazine.com.
2. Joseph D. Katner II, “Frozen Dis-Location,” Blane
De St. Croix, Dead Ice (New York: Fredericks &
Freiser, 2014), p. 6.
3. As quoted in Thom Donovan, “5 Questions (for
Contemporary Practice) with Amy Balkin,” ART21
Magazine, 17 February 2011, blog.art21.org.

jects’ distinctive, localized situations and vary-

environmental devastation ever more trenchant-

ing degrees of access to help and resources,

ly while also conjuring a post-utopian vision of

he applies to their portraits a compositional

the future.

5. As quoted in Dana Kopel, “What Will Have Been:
Interviews on A People’s Archive of Sinking and Melting,”
The Brooklyn Rail, 5 June 2014, brooklynrail.org.

that supersedes these differences in their—and

Heffernan’s protagonists always seem faced

6. Ibid.

by extension, our—lives. Given the prediction

with an uncertain outcome. Nevertheless, they

by climate scientists that the frequency of ex-

resolutely undertake deeds aimed at salvaging

7. “Dandelion Clocks and Time Bombs,” Sky Is Falling,
Paintings by Julie Heffernan (Palo Alto, CA: Palo
Alto Art Center, 2013), np. s

uniformity to underscore a shared vulnerability

4. “Archive, Description,” sinkingandmelting.tumblr.com

AMY BAL K I N E T A L .

If adaptive migration is humanity’s great success,
I’m not sure how to make sense of a quickly
approaching future when potentially large swaths
of humanity who must migrate to survive will be
prevented from doing so, or diverted towards
politically produced placelessness—pushed into
refugee camps, politically hostile situations, or
out to sea—and for inhabitants of low-lying island
nations like Maldives or Nauru, faced with the
absolute loss of the possibility of return.
A People’s Archive of Sinking and Melting (State: As of the Margarita Declaration on Climate Change, July 2014),
2012 – ongoing
Amy Balkin with contributors Jelena Adeli, Golnar Adili, Bill Burns, Jose Ramon Castelrau and his grandson, Adriane
Colburn, Vreni Michelini Castillo, Laura Colomban, Wynell Davis, Monique Dean, Steve Desroches, LaShine Dickerson,
Rodrigo Garcia, John Graham, Ole Jørgen Hammeken, Tyler Henry, Nandor Kovats, Jesus Landin-Torrez III, Nenesinho,
Bertrand Lozay, Ali Macdonald, Tyjunaique McKenzie, Gerd Mörsch, Micaela Neus, Milissa Orzolek, Sandhya Parajuli,
Peter Peiser, Sabine Reinecke, Melanie Roumiguière, Guadalupe Schneider, Leo Sexer, Christine Shearer, Marcel Sparmann,
Matt Swagler, Steve Sweet, Monika Szilabi, Elizabeth T., Pleasur’ne Thomas, Caroline Tripet, and co-registrars Cassie
Thornton (ongoing), Malte Roloff (2012) and Olga Kopenkina (2014-15)

ADRI AN E C OLB U R N

Most of the industrialized world isn’t
expected to experience the biggest effects
of climate change. Currently, a lot of the
problems disproportionately affect Africa,
island nations, and the Arctic… The survival
of entire cultures and countries is at stake.
I mean, there are people who are preparing
to relocate entire islands.

Spectral Reckoning, 2012/ 2014

B L A NE D E ST. C ROIX

My i n s ta lla t ions star t with o ne
s ubjec t b u t allow for engage m e nt
w i t h t h a t s ubject—an array of
o p i ni on s c an be formed an d
re -formed, possibly leav ing v i ewers
w i t h n o a n sw ers but raisin g m o re
q ues t i on s. I like to think of e a c h
p ro jec t a s a catalyst.

Dead Ice, 2014
Photographs by Etienne Frossard

MARK DI ON

I ’ m i n t erested in ecologies, whe t he r t ho s e a re p o li t i c a l an d s o c i a l
e c o logi es, o r whether they ’re na t ura l e c o log i e s. I t hi nk t h a t
un d ers t a n ding the interrela t ed nes s o f t hi ng s i s s om e t hi n g w e ve ry
o f t e n mi s s in our culture, b ei ng a b le t o s e e t he c o nne c t i o n s b e tw e e n
t hi n g s, between our act ions, o ur p ers o na l b e hav i o rs a nd th e w ay
t ha t a ffec ts a broader f ield— t he way t ha t a f fec t s t he re s t o f th e
w o rld, for example.

Opposite and top: Trichechus manatus latirostris, 2013
Above left: 300 Million Years of Flight, 2012
Above right: Field Station Alster, 2002

J U LI E H EF F ER NA N

Above: Self Portrait as the Other Thief, 2013
Right: Self Portrait Dressing Wounds, 2012

I s t a rt ed o ut i m a g i ni ng a s e r i e s o f
p a i nt i ng s t ha t wo uld s h o w th e h o rro rs
of c li m a t e c ha ng e a nd o i l s p i l l s … th a t’s
wha t I ’ m ob s e s s i ng a b o u t, s o w h y
no t p a i nt i t ? … B ut t he m o re I w o rk
on t hem , t he p a i nt i ng s a re tu rn i n g
i nt o t he i r o wn s e lv e s, an d th e o r i g i n a l
i d ea i s m o rp hi ng i nt o s o m e th i n g e l s e,
s om e t hi ng a b out o ur ow n fo o l i s h n e s s,
ho w we’re i m p li c a t e d i n th i s
p red i c a m e nt .

GIDEON M EN D E L

T he f lood i s an ancient me t a p ho r,
fo un d wi t h i n the myths and le g e nd s
o f cu ltu res around the world.
It repres ents an overwhelm i ng,
d e st ru c t i ve force that rende rs
h u ma n i t y powerless in its w a k e
a n d leaves us seeking ref ug e.
As g loba l warming dr iv es an
i n c rea s i n g number of extrem e
f l o o d i n g events each year, t hi s
me s s a g e c ont inues to reso na t e.

From the series Drowning World ; Opposite: Christa and Salomon Raymond Fils, Decade Village, Haiti, September 2008. Top: Chinta and Samundri Davi, Salempur Village
near Muzaffarpur, Bihar, India, August 2007. Johann Taendler, Deggendorf, Bavaria, Germany, June 2013. Middle: Suparat Taddee, Chumchon Ruamjai Community,
Bangkok, Thailand, November 2011. Haji Sharif, Kando Khan Bozdar Village, Pakistan, September 2010. Bottom: Bindeshwar Sahni, Pir-muhammadpur Village near
Muzaffarpur, Bihar, India, August 2007. Graham and Kieran Leith, Toll Bar Village near Doncaster, UK, June 2007.
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B orn 1967, B al t i mo re, MD
L i v es S an Fra nci s co, C A
t o m o rro w mo rni ng. net
s in k i n ga nd me l t i ng. tum blr.c om
A People’s Archive of Sinking and Melting (State: As of
the Margarita Declaration on Climate Change, July 2014),
2012 – ongoing
Amy Balkin with contributors Jelena Adeli, Golnar Adili,
Bill Burns, Jose Ramon Castelrau and his grandson,
Adriane Colburn, Vreni Michelini Castillo, Laura Colomban,
Wynell Davis, Monique Dean, Steve Desroches, LaShine
Dickerson, Rodrigo Garcia, John Graham, Ole Jørgen
Hammeken, Tyler Henry, Nandor Kovats, Jesus LandinTorrez III, Nenesinho, Bertrand Lozay, Ali Macdonald,
Tyjunaique McKenzie, Gerd Mörsch, Micaela Neus, Milissa
Orzolek, Sandhya Parajuli, Peter Peiser, Sabine Reinecke,
Melanie Roumiguière, Guadalupe Schneider, Leo Sexer,
Christine Shearer, Marcel Sparmann, Matt Swagler, Steve
Sweet, Monika Szilabi, Elizabeth T., Pleasur’ne Thomas,
Caroline Tripet, and co-registrars Cassie Thornton (ongoing),
Malte Roloff (2012) and Olga Kopenkina (2014-15)
Wall graphic for the Anderson Gallery designed by
Michael Lease, 48 × 158, each of two walls

ADRIANE COLBURN

B orn 1972, B url i ng ton, VT
L i v es S an Fra nci s co, C A and New England
a d r i a n e co l b urn. co m
Spectral Reckoning, 2012/2014; paper, gouache, mirrors,
HD video, mylar, and wood, dimensions variable. Courtesy
the artist

BLANE DE ST. CROIX

B orn B o s to n, M A
L i v es Bro o kl y n, NY and Bloom ingt on, IN
b l a n ed e s tcro i x. co m
Dead Ice, 2014; mixed media, aqua resin, eco epoxy, and
recycled materials, 132 × 288 × 84. Courtesy the artist and
Fredericks & Freiser, New York
Blane De St. Croix standing on an iceberg, research trip to
the Arctic Circle, Svalbard Archipelago, 2013; chromogenic
print, 24 × 36. Courtesy the artist

MARK DION

B orn 1961, N e w B e dford, MA
L i v es Ne w Yo rk, NY
tanyabonakdargallery.com/artists/mark-dion
Trichechus manatus latirostris, 2013; plastic skeleton, tar,
and found objects in steel-and-glass case, 72 × 40 × 176.
Courtesy the artist and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York

PRINTS
Works are courtesy the artist and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery,
New York, except where otherwise noted.
300 Million Years of Flight, 2012; screen print on paper,
ed. 24/30, 32 × 26. Courtesy LeRoy Neiman Center for
Print Studies, Columbia University
Oceanomania, 2011; two-color photopolymer etching,
ed. 3/27, 13 × 16.

JULIE HEFFERNAN
Born 1 9 5 6 , Pe o r ia , I L
L i ves Brook ly n, NY
j u li eh effern a n. n e t

Works are courtesy the artist and P.P.O.W. Gallery,
New York.
Self Portrait on the Edge, 2014; oil on canvas, 43 × 67
Self Portrait as Gatherer, 2013; oil on canvas 68 × 66

Tree Scheme, 2009; lithograph, AP3, 16 5⁄8 × 13 3⁄ 8
Self Portrait as Blast, 2013; oil on canvas, 68 × 52
Scala Natura, 2008; offset color lithograph, ed. 4/40,
50½ × 40
Mark Dion & Robert Williams,Et in Arcadia Ego, 2004;
lithograph, 27 3⁄16 × 22 5⁄16. Cadwalader Fund, Print Collection, Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and
Photographs, The New York Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations
Mark Dion & Robert Williams, Hic Existo Monstrum, 2004;
lithograph, 27 3⁄16 × 22 5⁄16. Cadwalader Fund, Print
Collection, Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art,
Prints and Photographs, The New York Public Library,
Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations
Mark Dion & Robert Williams, Summum Bonum Quod
Est Magiae Cabalae, Alchymae et Artis, 2004; lithograph,
27 3⁄16 × 22 5⁄16. Cadwalader Fund, Print Collection,
Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and
Photographs, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox
and Tilden Foundations
Mark Dion & Robert Williams, Theatrum Universale
Omnium Historia Naturae, 2004; lithograph 27 3⁄16 x
22 5⁄16. Cadwalader Fund, Print Collection, Miriam and
Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs,
The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden
Foundations
Eskimo Curlew (Urban Camouflage), 2002; screen print
on paper, ed. 16/25, 11½ × 15
Eskimo Curlew (Woodland Camouflage), 2002; screen
print on paper, ed. 18/25, 11 1⁄ 2 × 15
Field Station Alster, 2002; screen print on paper,
ed. 41/52, 43 3 ⁄4 × 32¼
Mark Dion & Alexis Rockman, Urban Food Web, 1996;
screen print on paper, ed. 17/75, 17 × 22

Self Portrait as the Other Thief, 2013; oil on canvas,
76 × 96
Self Portrait Dressing Wounds, 2012; oil on canvas,
67 × 70

GIDEON MENDEL
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